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EDITORIAL

We are finally overcoming the Covid-19 pandemic, and the time of restoration has begun. Both national and international 
research has shown that the effects of the pandemic targeted especially vulnerable groups and overall mental health. In 
Finland, we have the ongoing Mental Health Strategy 2020-2030 and national health and social services reform. The 
former proposes a comprehensive approach to face the increased need for psychiatric services and insufficient resources 
with methods that provide timely and high-quality services for mental health. The latter aims, among other things, to 
increase provision of efficient and low-threshold interventions in primary care, and to promote collaboration between 
secondary and primary care and social services. The 2022 volume of Psychiatria Fennica focuses on the research and 
prospective articles that describe how the developmental changes are proceeding, and what challenges we are facing 
now and in the future. Invited Editorials by Professors Sami Pirkola and Jouko Lönnqvist offer an excellent opening 
and forward-looking perspectives for the issue.

Both Pirkola and Lönnqvist point out that there is a need to develop psychiatric care, acknowledging person-centred 
principles while taking care that the methods are evidence based. We especially require evidence-based psychosocial 
interventions suitable for primary care. Already before but especially during the pandemic the expressed need of psychiatric 
care among children and adolescents increased enormously. We have to develop ways to offer support and help to primary 
care and services close to children’s growth environments, such as schools. Interpersonal counselling, adolescent version 
(IPC-A) has been chosen as the first intervention to test as a nationwide intervention in primary care to handle depressive 
symptoms. In this volume, the articles of Linnaranta et al. and Ranta et al. report the ongoing implementation and its 
challenges so far. Linnaranta et al. also discuss the difficulties related to the concept of evidence-based treatment itself. 
Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is a common psychiatric disorder among youths, and easily accessible treatments are most 
welcome. Lampela et al. report the first results of the use and feasibility of developmentally oriented cognitive therapy 
for adolescents with SAD in a case series. The review of core elements in a multi-tiered system of support for conduct 
problems in schools and early childhood education (Kouvonen et al.) reveals similar kinds of crucial factors concerning 
implementation that are detected in the studies above. An implementation survey by Lindholm et al. further evaluates the 
demands that have to be considered in transferring psychotherapeutic interventions into routine patient care. However, the 
availability of a variety of evidence-based psychosocial treatments or even psychotherapies is not enough to offer qualified, 
fair and person-centred care. For that we need knowledge about the whole ensemble and methods to navigate inside it. 
In this journal Saarni et al. describe the results of a pilot study of the Finnish therapy navigator, which is an attempt to 
support stepped psychiatric care at primary level.

We have aimed to reinforce the exposure of Finnish child and adolescent psychiatric research. Above I have referred to 
articles that focus on psychosocial interventions among children and adolescents, but I am pleased to introduce several further 
articles of the research on the mental health of children and adolescents. Gender discussions have been widely highlighted 
by various sectors of society lately, and they also add new research questions for psychiatry. This volume includes two 
topical studies, one concerning adolescents’ body image stability over past years (Huusko et al.), and the other focusing on 
transgender identity and possible externalization problems in adolescence (Tenhola et al.). Our previous volume dealt with 
off-label use of antipsychotics among adults (Pentinlehto et al.), and now we have a study including related results among 
adolescents. Lecklin et al. report relatively common off-label use of antipsychotics among adolescents, and furthermore 
that antipsychotic drugs were prescribed more often to girls than to boys. Tampere University Hospital has been paying 
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special attention to safe psychotropic medication practices in children, and they have established the Medication Unit 
in 2021. Kakko et al. have studied the quality of the monitoring in the unit, whose results give promising and valuable 
information for actions to improve patient safety. 

The collaboration of psychiatric healthcare and social welfare sector is of utmost importance. As in other European 
countries, we have had an extremely sharp drop in the number of psychiatric hospital beds. At the same time the use of 
different kinds of residential care have increased. However, we know quite little about the effects of this change, and what 
kinds of collaboration between psychiatric and social expertise would be fruitful. Both the articles of Jahangiri et al. and 
Tolonen et al. shed new light on these important issues. Substance use disorders have been somewhere in limbo between 
the social welfare sector and healthcare. New proposed legislation describes them more clearly as health disorders, which 
should be treated primarily within the healthcare system, but more actions are needed. The review of Levola underlines 
the issue that although there are evidence-based treatments for substance use disorders they still are not in use as needed.

During the process of Finnish national health and social services reform, the position of psychiatry in that field has 
not been clear. Although psychiatry has tight connections with several society sectors including the social welfare sector, I 
want to highlight its status as a part of medicine. A specific practical example of that is consultation-liaison psychiatry. In 
the important perspective of Pesonen et al., the authors emphasize that continuous cooperation between psychiatry and 
medical services should be guaranteed in the current reform.  

The current political situation in the world is frightening, and there is a terrifying void between political views. The 
tradition of lively and multidimensional discussion is under threat. Unfortunately, there has been juxtaposition inside the 
psychiatric field, too. To encourage open and analytical discussion between different paradigms inside psychiatry we publish 
a peer-reviewed protocol article on the study of the open dialogue approach to be applied in the Finnish healthcare system. 
We hope that this promotes open-minded but analytical and neutral attitudes to gain and add reliable information about 
various and promising interventions that also include a person and recovery oriented scope in the research.    
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